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AL GOMES  
Mardo Atoyan  
A. Michelle  
November 5th through November 30th  
Opening Reception: November 5th from 4-6pm  
AS220 Downstairs Gallery  
115 Empire Street, Providence  
831-9357  

Al Gomes, Mardo Atoyan and A. Michelle have collaborated on a series of photographs in an exhibit entitled *Where's My Manners?* The prints are characterized by dramatic textural and lighting contrasts, evoking the work of legendary photographer Aaron Siskind.

Gomes and Atoyan originally shot the photographs in 1985 as part of a series of numerous creative endeavors. Their other projects included co-producing two musical plays and directing several film and animation comedy shorts.

A decade later, the duo has enlisted A. Michelle to explore the nuances of digital illustration by enhancing and colorizing their photographs for this exhibit.

Gomes and A. Michelle co-own Big NOISE, a company specializing in the concept, design and manufacture of CDs and cassettes.